The book was found

Passport2purity Travel Journal Replacement Kit
The Passport2Purity Replacement Kit provides additional materials for the Passport2Purity Getaway Kit in order for you to take another child through the experience. The replacement kit includes: one travel journal for the preteen, including 25 follow-up devotions one visa sticker used to commemorate the weekend. Please note: This is a replacement kit only and does not include the Tour Guide for parents or the audio CDs. Those are included in the Passport2Purity Getaway Kit (sold separately).
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**Customer Reviews**

This journal is the accompaniment to the new 2012 revision of P2P. Exactly what I needed since the P2P kit comes with only one journal, and I needed another for my second daughter.

We have used Passport to Purity twice with our two older kids and LOVED it. However, the new replacement book is not like the original book. It doesn't follow along with the cd's and very hard to navigate through. Unfortunately I didn't realize this until after we were on our trip to start our "retreat." My child was lost as she tried to find where Mr. Rainey was even referencing. Very hard to follow along. I had to pull over several times to help her. (used while driving in a car) When I got back home I compared the new book to the old book. Quite different. I'm thinking now we should have repurchased the entire set. Would have been easier and less headache!
I purchased the V3 Family Life kit and needed the 2nd book for my other son. Same book that came in the kit, so will work well. Highly recommend the program and having one of these books for each child.

This is a replacement journal, likely to be used for siblings when you have already purchased and used the Passport2Purity kit for an older sibling. The kit itself is wonderful and has been a great tool for helping my husband and I to communicate to our girls, our hopes and expectations of them dating. Be warned - this is the new version of this kit. I was able to use it with our old kit, but I think it would have been best to have the updated CDs to listen to and follow along with. We were able to adapt it with our old projects, but I'm curious to know what we missed. I'll definitely purchase the updated kit in a year to use again with daughter #3!

I love this program. I did it with my son, now it is my daughter’s turn. I do recommend going away and getting it done all in one sitting. It makes memories and gets your values across. It helped even for the awkward “talk”. I highly recommend it! I love the hands-on visual activities. There is one with a balloon-- you might want to try this first or use tape before you poke it with a pin. We couldn't get the little poke we were suppose to--the whole thing burst. Which absolutely worked with the program!

We got this journal for my 2nd son. We already had the full kit that was used for my 1st son and now it’s time for #2 to spend time with dad and the Passport to Purity program. It’s am amazing program and so wonderful to make the experience easy for dad and son. When you want to make sure you’re teaching your kids the important lessons and knowledge of life you got one chance to get it right the 1st time. P2P is a great guide for the parent to teach your child about growing up, changes in boys and girls, adulthood, peer pressure and love. All the lessons are there so you won’t forget to touch on an important subject with activities that go with the lesson for easy understanding through a teens mind. At the end there is a letter to be written by the parent and even though I did not go through the experience with my son I choose to write a letter to him (and will for #2). He got 2 letters from his parents after sharing the bonding and educating weekend with dad. They went out of town for the father/son weekend and at the end we gave him a gift of a dog tag cross with a bible verse engraved on it. It was the special gift for him to remember the educational weekend with dad.

This is not compatible with the earlier set. I purchased as a replacement and found it not to be
I ordered this so that I could start working on Passport 2 Purity with my second son and this journal is great for him. It is the same as the one that came in the kit that I have already worked my way through with our oldest son. The program overall is great my oldest loved going through it and I thought it does a great job of teaching him good morals, decision making, and gave him a better understanding of how life changes as you become a teenager. I’m glad that I have this as it does a much better job teaching this stuff than I could have on my own. It is easy to understand and does a great job explaining things to your pre-teen.
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